AIRPORT LIGHTING

LANDING STRIP LIGHT KITS

An “airfield in a suitcase” solution. A fast-deployed, 40 light kit of our Landing Strip Light. Used for expediently, improvised or temporary airfields. Suitable for a 4,000’ runway, placed at typical 200’ intervals (max.), Order multiple kits for longer runways. Operators Liability - The system has been designed to be operated under normal visual meteorological conditions for night flying by a pilot with normal vision. The system is utilized at the operator’s discretion and risk. The suppliers accept no liability whatsoever whether implied or explicit for any incidents or accidents that may incur. The operator must ensure that trained personnel operate the system and are fully aware of aviation safety and that the runway remains clear of animals, pedestrians and obstructions at all times. The system is utilized at the operator’s discretion and risk. The suppliers accept no liability whatsoever whether implied or explicit for any incidents or accidents that may incur. The operator must ensure that trained personnel operate the system and are fully aware of aviation safety and that the runway remains clear of animals, pedestrians and obstructions at all times. The system is utilized at the operator’s discretion and risk. The suppliers accept no liability whatsoever whether implied or explicit for any incidents or accidents that may incur. The operator must ensure that trained personnel operate the system and are fully aware of aviation safety and that the runway remains clear of animals, pedestrians and obstructions at all times. The system is utilized at the operator’s discretion and risk. The suppliers accept no liability whatsoever whether implied or explicit for any incidents or accidents that may incur. The operator must ensure that trained personnel operate the system and are fully aware of aviation safety and that the runway remains clear of animals, pedestrians and obstructions at all times.

**Description** | **Part No.** | **Price**
--- | --- | ---
Landing Strip Light Kit with 40 Lights | 11-07953 | $4,248.00
Landing Strip Runway Light Kit with 10 Lights | 11-07954 | $850.00
Landing Strip Runway Light - Not available for sale to European Union at this time, not ROHS compliant. | 11-07952 | $112.00
Multifunction Strobe - Flashing or Steady! Use steady mode as a backup light or area light. Turn off the light. If it is not in the mode you want, quickly turn it off/on to change modes. | 11-07955 | $649.00

RUNWAY LIGHT KITS

**2200FT STRIP KIT** - Runway Light, 2200 FT. Strip kit, includes: 10 white lamps and 4 green, threshold lamps. The shield a baked on finish equipped with high illuminating lens. Includes 6” attach pigtail. Operates on standard 115V and uses standard 14 gauge wire. P/N 05-05199……..$798.00

**3200FT STRIP KIT** - 3200 Ft. Runway Strip Kit, includes 18 White lamps and 4 Green lamps. 10 Watts, Operates on standard 115V, Equipped with long life outdoor bulb, Uses No. 8 or No. 10 standard underground cable (Check w/State & Local building codes), Uses standard 1" wood or steel stake. Marker cone has high luster baked-on finish, High illuminated optical lens, Equipped with 6” pigtail, Constructed of lifetime aluminum components, Preassembled-Strip kits ready for hookup. P/N 05-05198…. $1,252.00

**THRESHOLD KIT** - Threshold dual red/green assembly. Designed for threshold installations requiring this type of configuration. Includes 6 red/green lamps and 6” attach pigtail. The shield a baked on finish equipped with high illuminating lens. Operates on standard 115V and uses standard 14 gauge wire. P/N 05-05201……..$327.00

SEE WWW.AIRCRAFTSPRUCE.COM FOR REPLACEMENT LAMPS & PARTS

SOLAR WINDSOCK LIGHTING KIT

Avlite’s Solar Windsock Light Kit provides users with a complete, reliable and low maintenance solution to windsock illumination. The AV09-4WL suits existing windsock assemblies and can be installed immediately requiring no costly underground wiring. Windsocks are not included. Complete stand-alone unit ready for immediate installation. Incorporates four (4) AV-09 lights mounted onto 12mm powder-coated square tubing arms, a 140Watt multicyrstalline solar module and mounting bracket. Each AV-09 light incorporates a 3Watt ultra-high intensity LED as a light source offering up to 100,000 hours of service - no need to change any globes. Integrated solar/battery system. 140Watt solar module (standard). 2 x 55AH SLA batteries (standard).

P/N 11-13410……………..$3,617.00

SOLAR POWERED AVIATION LIGHTS

The solar powered AV-70 aviation light offers enormous benefits over traditional battery and hard-wired aviation lights including low maintenance and no underground wiring. Mounts are not included. Integrated solar battery system. Dual internal high-performance solar modules angled to maximize solar collection. Fast & easy to deploy – no programming IP68 waterproof rating User-replaceable battery Ultra-high intensity LEDs (no changing globes ever).

**Description** | **Part No.** | **Price**
--- | --- | ---
Solar Runway Edge Light (White) | 11-13399 | $390.00
Solar Taxway Edge Light (Blue) | 11-14302 | $389.00
Solar Runway Threshold Light (Red/Green) | 11-13403 | $403.00
Solar Warning/Barricade Light (Red) | 11-13404 | $389.00
Solar Tactical Light (Infrared) | 11-14305 | $389.00

**MOUNTS**

Mounts are made out of 7-stage powder-coated heavy duty aluminum and are available in yellow.

**Description** | **Part No.** | **Price**
--- | --- | ---
Frangible stake mount set complete for AV-70. * Including light mounting plate, frangible coupling, ground stake, fasteners (exclud ing light fixture bolt set). * In ground insertion, 28cm (11 inches) | 11-13408 | $95.00
Frangible concrete mount solution complete for AV-70. * Includes: light mounting plate, base plate, coupling, anchor bolts (4), fasteners (excluding light fixture bolt set). | 11-13409 | $95.00

AIRPORT CONE MARKERS

Markers are available in two sizes - Large Cone AVL-70 - 0750mm and Mini Cone AV-MC - 0400mm. Rotationally-moulded polyethylene with a 20 year life expectancy - unmatched by any other product on the market. Less servicing than fiberglass models. Can be easily secured UV-stabilised Molded in color no need for painting. 100% recyclable.

**Description** | **Part No.** | **Price**
--- | --- | ---
Size | Price
Mini | 11-13407 | $35.00
Large | 11-13408 | $36.00

EMS HELIPAD LIGHTING KIT

Avlite’s EMS Helipad Kit is ideal for medevac and other emergency situations where a temporary lift landing area is needed and can be easily configured and deployed to suit local requirements during natural disasters, humanitarian operations, emergency rescue missions or any other emergency situation. Minimum range of 2 miles (4km). Autonomy >750 hours. Easy to configure & deploy. Long-life, user-replaceable battery Ultra-high intensity LEDs Magnetic bases hold the lights securely in place. Easy-to-handle case. Robust, high impact & lightweight construction. IP67 waterproof rating ON/OFF switch for easy activation. Flashing white light with integrated IR (infrared) provides NVG signature.

**Description** | **Part No.** | **Price**
--- | --- | ---
- 10 Watts | Operates on standard 115V | $1,252.00
- Equipped with long-life outdoor bulb | $389.00
- Uses No. 8 or No. 10 standard underground cable. Check w/State & local building codes | $389.00
- Uses standard 1” wood or steel stake | $389.00
- Marker cone has high luster baked-on finish | $389.00
- High illuminated optical lens | $389.00
- Equipped with 6” attached pigtail | $389.00
- Constructed of lifetime aluminum components | $389.00
- Preassembled - Strip kits ready for hookup. | $389.00

**EXCELLENT QUALITY + ECONOMICAL PRICING + HIGH OPTICAL OUTPUT + IMMEDIATE DELIVERY + LOWEST OPERATING COST + MINIMUM INSTALLATION & MAINTENANCE COST**

**RUNWAY LIGHT KITS**

These realistically priced lights are inexpensive to install, require little maintenance, and are economical to operate. The shield is a baked on finish equipped with high illuminating lens. Also includes 6” attach pigtail. Operates on standard 115V. Code 7

**3200 FT. STRIP KIT**

Includes: 18 white lamps and 4 green threshold lamps. P/N 05-05198……………..$1,252.00

**2200 FT. STRIP KIT**

Includes: 10 white lamps and 4 green threshold lamps. P/N 05-05199……………..$1,252.00

**THRESHOLD DUAL RED/GREEN ASSEMBLY**

Designed for threshold installations requiring this type of configuration. Includes 6 red/green lamps. Set of 6. P/N 05-05201……………..$327.00

**www.aircraftspruce.com**
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